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Having Our Say: The Delany Sisters First Years. Sarah Louise Delany, Author, A. Elizabeth Delany, Author, Paul De
Angelis, Editor Kodansha America Inc.

They grew up in Raleigh, North Carolina, the daughters of former slaves who valued education. If that boy
was colored he'd be washing dishes somewhere. The show from Philadelphia Theatre Company is more like a
table conversation than a play, delivered by two spot-on actresses, Perri Gaffney and Cherene Snow. They
were then ages and , unmarried and inseparable sibs. Director Mary B. And every element of the production
contributes to the convivial ambience. This is an oral history taken from the Delany sisters by Amy Hill
Hearth, otherwise I would have shelved it as an auto-biography. Mann has constructed Having Our Say so that
material flows together thematically; nothing in the play feels forced. Running Time: Two hours and 10
minutes, including intermission. One continued to teach high school, the other became a dentist like her
brother. Mary B. Duke: This is just to set the record straight. They both lived a few more years, with Sadie
making it all the way to  Thank you! Robinson establishes a warm, soothing tone, with a pace that is slow
enough for each line to resonate yet never feels sluggish. We watch the Delany family grow through the years.
They worked as teachers in the South and moved on to advanced degrees and careers in New York City. Print
Sadie and Bessie Delany were one of a kind. And while the sisters faced serious adversities, the play never
presents a dramatic conflict that makes you feel much in their lives is at stake. Perri Gaffney and Cherene
Snow. They have since passed away, but their accomplishments and outlook on life will continue to be read
and appreciated I hope by MANY people. The Delanys aren't optimistic about the future of race relations,
believing that the momentum of the civil- rights struggle was taken away by the Vietnam War. Still, the play
can get repetitive at times, especially with its multiple passages about the deaths of family members. I felt as if
by hugging the book I would have been able to hug these amazing centenarians!! Other books followed.
Augustine's School near Raleigh, where their father was the principal, the two girls were expected, like their
eight other siblings, to excel both academically and morally. The two were soon prominent in Harlem,
befriending the black elite Booker T. Those parents held positions of stature in the community â€” their father
was an Episcopal Bishop, their mother a matron at a private school â€” and while they were poor, the ten
Delany children were shielded from many of the hardships of life in the Jim Crow South. An uplifting and
delightful introduction to two splendid women of remarkable good sense and grace--and a fascinating chapter
of history as well. And dispensing wisdom along with anecdotes â€” some revealing, some going nowhere. As
youngsters, they were sheltered carefully by greatly respected parents. Share this. They defined their own
American dream â€” like most people who do â€” and then went after it. Well, two of a kind. I was brought up
in a good family. In fact, Mann employs many of the same devices playwrights use in theatrical bios about a
famous or curious character. Just look at Dan Quayle.


